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PIETERMARITZBURG-ORIBI AIRPORT RUNWAY REPAIRS
PIETERMARITZBURG, KWA-ZULU NATAL, SOUTH AFRICA
PAVEMENTS
Product: MacGridTM AR
Problem

The wearing course was suffering fatigue cracking. In
addition, the camber of the runway were causing ponding of
water in the centre of the runway which could lead to aircraft
aquaplaning.

Solution
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The development is part of a broader plan by the provincial
goverment to revitalise the municipality which owns the
airport. The intention is to increase the accessibility of the
airport, saving money, attracting businesss and improving the
local economy.
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The runway of Oribi Airport was worn due to the increase in
aircraft activity, which had reduced the expected life-span of
the pavement.

The runway was regraded to ensure surface water run-off
was improved.

Existing runway surface showing fatigue

The proposed design included a 40mm asphalt overlay, and a
final 20mm ultrathin mastic asphalt surface layer to reduce
water spray and noise.
To prevent cracks within the existing pavement reflecting into
the new overlays, a reinforcing interlayer was proposed.

Maccaferri Southern Africa were approached by project
designers Bravo Consulting / Msundizi Municipality to design
assistance and product selection. Maccaferri’s MacGridTM AR
10A.7 was selected to strengthen the overlay and reduce
reflective cracking in the upper asphalt layers of the
pavement.

Placing MacGrid AR
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MacGridTM AR is a geocomposite manufactured from glass
fibres woven into a grid configuration, with a polymeric
protective coating grid. It offers high tensile strength and high
modulus of elasticity at low elongation. Stress concentrations
in the asphalt matrix are relieved and redistributed by the
reinforcement, delaying the initiation of the cracks.

Client:
MSUNDUZI MUNICIPALITY
Main contractor:
ELCO ASPHALTERS
Designer:
BRAVO CONSULTING / MSUNDIZI MUNICIPALITY
Products used:
60,000M2 MACGRID AR 10A.7
Date of construction
SUMMER 2010

Installed MacGrid AR in intimate contact with road surface
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Asphalt placement

The MacGridTM AR 10A.7 used in this project has 100kN
ultimate tensile strength in both directions. It also features a
self-adhesive, pressure activated backing. This holds the grid
firmly in place whilst the asphalt is placed upon it.

To reduce disruption to the airport operations, the resurfacing
works were carried out during the night. The MacGridTM AR is
unrolled onto the surface of the existing pavement and the
adhesive activated by rolling with a pneumatic tyred roller.
The 40mm asphalt overlay was then placed as normal onto
the MacGridTM AR.

MacGridTM AR is increasing in popularity on resurfacing
projects where clients want to limit reflective cracking
because of its cost effectiveness and ease of installation.

Asphalt placement
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MacGrid AR installed

Maccaferri offers a full range of products for asphalt and
unbound pavements, as well as drainage geocomposites to
remove water from the pavement structure.

